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The onstru tion of the ZhangRi e singlet is revisited in the light of the re ent understanding of high-temperature super ondu tors at optimal doping. A minimal lo al model is derived that ontains the physi al regime
found relevant for ARPES experiments and hara terized by signi ant dire t oxygenoxygen hopping. For
the values of orbital parameters indi ated by experiment, the ZhangRi e singlet is strongly mixed with a pure
oxygen singlet of the same symmetry. The ZhangRi e ground state is destabilized be ause the oheren e fa tor
of the oxygen singlet with respe t to oxygenoxygen hopping is twi e as large. An analogous quantum phase
transition is identied in the tt0 J model. The orbital-antisymmetri opperoxygen singlet is onrmed to be
irrelevant, as found originally. The usual symmetry analysis is extended to in lude dynami al symmetries.
PACS: 74.72.-h, 74.25.Jb, 71.10.Hf
hole prefers to bind with one of the

1. INTRODUCTION

opper atoms,

Zhang and Ri e have shown that a uniform spreading
The nature of the ele tron wave fun tions that undergo the transition to super ondu tivity in
oxide perovskites is still unknown.

opper-

It is generally as-

of the hole around that atom, in an orbitally symmetri

ZhangRi e singlet (ZRS) is energeti ally strongly

preferred and propagates like a proje ted fermion. This

sumed, ta itly at least, that the super ondu ting (SC)

provided a way to vindi ate the single-band tJ model

transition at optimal doping does not invoke states rad-

as a physi al redu tion of the Emery (three-band Hub-

i ally dierent from those already present at the Fermi

bard) model [5, 6℄, at least for underdoped systems, as

level slightly above

T

. In this approa h, shared here,

the understanding of the normal state is

onsidered the

key to the SC me hanism.
The antiferromagneti

one-band Hubbard model [7℄.

trast well understood [1℄ as a

ompounds is by

on-

harge-transfer ee t,

dominating the rst (large MottHubbard intera tion
Coulomb

the FoldyWouthuysen transformation is applied to the

Challenges to this pi ture

(AF) instability in the vi in-

ity of half-lling in the same

Ud )

an alternative to the usual formal derivation, in whi h

orre tion [2℄ to the ideal (paramagneti )

Mott insulator [3℄. Theoreti al attempts to relate this

ome from two dire tions.

One is fundamental: there is no
hole to prefer one

a priori

reason for the

opper atom over another. When it

is unde ided, triplet states are strongly admixed, while
it may still move as a fermion [8℄. The other
is to a

ept the basi

idea of a single CuO

underdoped region to the SC region on the hole-doped

but

side abound in the literature. They have re eived early

order to nd the limits of the parti ular

support in the ioni

used [9℄.

stru tion, whi h

limit by the ZhangRi e [4℄

ba kground, when double o
was blo ked by a large
then o

Ud .

upation of the

opper site

It is known that the hole

upies the oxygen sites, ea h bridging two

2

per atoms in the CuO

* E-mail:

on-

onsidered an added hole in an AF

plane.

4

hallenge
mole ule,

onsider additional states and overlaps within it in
onstru tion

In the present paper, the natural next step

in the ZhangRi e

onstru tion is taken, with just one

additional singlet introdu ed that o

upies the oxygen

sites.

op-

As is shown below, su h an extension is the minimal

Assuming that the

model that allows expressing the low-energy physi s of
optimally doped high-T

super ondu tors in the small-

luster language. At optimal doping, the ZhangRi e
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ground state be omes strongly admixed with the oxy-

side [10℄.

gen singlet

the mean-eld slave-boson (MFSB) formalism, allowing

hosen by the same symmetry arguments as

originally used in [4℄.

They have mostly been framed in terms of

ee tive multiband approa hes in whi h the values of

The simpli ity of the

al ulation is used as an op-

the orbital parameters depart signi antly from those

portunity to introdu e a

lassi ation of state ve tors

expe ted on the basis of high-energy experiments and

by dynami al symmetry in a small example.

This

LDA

al ulations [11℄.

Instead of taking the high-energy bare regime as

method may have some potential for larger problems.

the starting point and introdu ing many-body ee ts
to rea h lower energies, the MFSB phenomenology goes
2. PHYSICAL SCALES

Quantum

hemi al

in the opposite dire tion. Beginning with unprejudi ed

al ulations on small

lusters

predi t the regime

Ud

zeroth-order ts at the Fermi level, one introdu es the
minimal perturbation ne essary to model the lowest
rossover. Su h an analysis of angle-resloved photoe-

 pd > jtpd j  jtpp j;

(1)

mission spe tros opy (ARPES) [16℄ has re ently been
extended to ele tron-doped

ompounds [17℄ and pro-

onrmed in X-ray pho-

du ed the interesting result that their lowest-energy

toele tron spe tros opy (XPS) experiments [12℄. Here,

se tor is in a physi al regime very similar to that in the

used by Zhang and Ri e and

pd = "p

"d

is the

opperoxygen splitting, positive

in the hole pi ture, and
the

tpd

and

tpp

are respe tively

opperoxygen and oxygenoxygen overlaps. In the

limit assumed in (1), the ZRS is the ground state. The
energy s ale of the XPS experiments and
al ulations is 510 eV. In high-T
universally a knowledged

orresponding

hole-doped
tive

[13℄ or

approximation (LDA)

al ulations yield this

Ud

 4jtpp j & "p

"d

ated with AF in the same

(BSCCO) that were not reprodu ed by
LDA

ontemporary

al ulations, the lowest of whi h was the above-

mentioned

rossover, the middle the so- alled water-

erium

(; ) boson, whose s ales were asso i-

in (1).
opper oxide

(2)

pd

opper oxide (NCCO). The lowest-energy rossover was
modeled by a

al ium

t2

 pd  pd :

The ARPES s ales on whi h this observation is based

and the latter are onsistent with the high-energy result

body s ales in bismuth strontium

and a bandwidth of

opperoxygen splitting

are 0.2 eV in BSCCO and 0.5 eV in neodymium

rossover,

A re ent analysis [15℄ showed three distin t many-

tpd ,

pd > 0 in the hole pi ture:

materials, there is a

[14℄. Neither small- luster nor lo al density

signi antly larger than the ee -

the same order as the ee tive

rossover s ale of the order of

it is still debated whether its origin is phononi

tpp ,

opperoxygen hopping

0.1 eV between the lowest and higher energies, although
magneti

ompounds [16, 18℄: a large dire t oxygen

oxygen hopping

ompounds.

Low-energy

regime (2), markedly dierent from (1), is

hara ter-

ized in parti ular by an anti rossing of the wide oxygen band with the

opper level, su h that the Fermi

level is found in the oxygen-dominated strongly disper-

" d < "p .

sive part of the Brillouin zone, even though

fall, not of interest here, and the highest an anoma-

As we now show, a dire tly analogous regime exists in

lous enhan ement of the LDA-predi ted bandwidth

the ioni

by about 0.8 eV visible below

"F

BSCCO, i.e., roughly twi e that in full.
ple, LDA

initio

In prin i-

3. MODEL AND TECHNIQUE

al ulations are able to rea h lower energy

s ales than small- luster

al ulations.

So far, no

4

The Hamiltonian of a single CuO

ab

eort has rea hed the vi inity of the Fermi level

in high-T

super ondu tors. Below the

H

rossover s ale,

the physi al regime of the ele trons a tually undergo-

= "d

inferred from phenomenologi al analysis of low-energy

+ tpp

experiments.
The optimally doped region is equally well

onper-

ovskites at optimal doping starting from the paramagneti

metal have a long standing on the hole-doped



^ + "p

nd

X


X

4
X
;i=1

dy P

where

759

^

np;i

mole ule is

+

+ Pyd  + Udn^d"n^d# +

y

p+^
x; p+^y;


X
y
p x^; p+^
tpp
y;


overdoped region as to the under-

doped one. Attempts to understand the high-T

X

+ tpd

ing the transition to super ondu tivity must still be

ne ted to the metalli

limit.

in optimally doped

+ py x^; p

y^;

+

+ py y^; p+^x; +


. .


. .

;

(3)
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opperoxygen overlap

energies depend only on

+

òîì

t2pd .

tpd ,

while the

The more interesting reason is the dynami al sym-

2

metry imposed by the assumed degenera y of the four
oxygen orbitals. It eventually ae ts only two

tpp

−

−tpp

−
tpd
3

+ −tpd
−
−
+
5
tpd

tpp

ve -

symmetry apparatus must be invoked, even on su h

−tpd
+

B1u

tors, but to x them honestly, the full dynami al
a small problem as the present one.

+

−

gen degenera y. Two are visible in (3), proportional to

+tpp and

1

tpp .

If these are represented by matri es in

the one-parti le spa e, multiplying them generates the

−tpp

+

The group ele-

ments are the Hamiltonian terms that break the oxy-

third, whi h

orresponds physi ally to next-to-nearest-

neighbor hops from one oxygen atom to another on

4

the same axis. These three elements (and the identity)
form the Abelian group

−

D2 , appearing here as a dynam-

i al symmetry group. The next-nearest-neighbor term
must be diagonalized simultaneously with the sum of

Orbital parameters and symmetries used in this
paper. With our sign onvention, tpp < 0 is physial [19℄
Fig. 1.

tpp

terms in (3) to separate the last ve tor without

manual intervention.
The outstanding physi al feature of dynami al symmetries is that they

P

=p

x^;

singly o

+p

y^;

p+^
x;

p+^
y;

des ribes the four oxygen atoms around the
atom, and
the

^

nd

and

^

np;i

an

onne t states with doubly and

upied degenerate sites, whi h is obviously im-

possible by geometri al transformations. Two te hnial advantages of dynami al over geometri al symmetry
opper

groups are that they in rease with the size of the prob-

are the number operators of

lem, and depend not on shape but on topology. Both

opper and oxygen orbitals. The relevant orbitals

are signi ant when the

lusters are motivated by solid-

and parameters [19℄ are shown in Fig. 1. All 25 states

state investigations, and

ontain many equivalent sites.

of two holes with opposite spins on the ve orbitals are

For example, the dynami al group of the four oxygen

taken into a

atoms in the two-parti le spa e is

Standard

ount.
symmetry

analysis is

used

Hamiltonian (3) to a blo k-diagonal form.
symmetry is that of the square,
group

D4 .

We take the

z

to

redu e

The basi

orresponding to the

Z24 ,

with sixteen el-

ements, whi h is again Abelian. It is not needed here
be ause the geometri al symmetry already redu es the
problem to very small blo ks. On the other hand, as

axis, orthogonal to the mole -

a mole ule be omes larger, the blo ks due to the dy-

ular plane, to be the spin quantization axis. Be ause

nami al symmetry are expe ted to be ome smaller than

the spins have total proje tion zero, ipping all spins

those sele ted by the geometri al symmetry, espe ially

is a symmetry operation, and be ause all orbitals are

if the mole ule is of odd shape, as is

planar, this is equivalent to a ree tion in the plane.

Carlo

Then

D4 h

is the magneti

lem, and both the ZRS
opper state

d8

( olor) group of the prob-

jZRi and the doubly-o

fall in the

ommon in Monte

al ulations.

A1u

upied

representation of

D4 h ,

4. RESULTS

ontaining ve singlets.
The

As usual, the main symmetry group does not x the
state ve tors

ompletely. It is easy to

omplete the re-

du tion by hand, but instru tive to identify the reasons
for the remaining ambiguities. One is, as expe ted, the
symmetry under a subgroup,
lar

D2 h

group involved

D2 h

 D4h . The parti u-

tains six

tpd .

In addition, the Hamiltonian

A1u

subspa e,

onne ting the states

jZRi, and the oxygen two-hole singlet

180Æ rotations, about the z axis and about
Æ
the two diagonals at 45 relative to the CuO axes.

p

and three

hange

760

2

on-

2  2 blo ks and one 3  3 blo k. The latter is

found in the

ontains the spin-ip operation

This group stands out be ause its operations

omplete redu tion gives ten stationary states

unae ted by

= 14 (j1i + j2i + j3i + j4i +
+ j12i j13i j14i j23i j24i + j34i) ;

d8

,

(4)
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jii = ji "iji #i

are doubly o

ε/∆pd
2

upied states and

jij i = ji "ijj #i ji #ijj "i
are antisymmetrized singly o

0
0

upied states. The num-

−2

bers 14 refer to the four oxygens, as in Fig. 1. The
blo k is given by

p
2 2tpd
p0
"d + "p + 2tpp
2
2tpd
p
2 2tpd
2"p + 4tpp

0

2"pd + Ud
B
 2 2tpd
0

:
jZRi :
p 2 :
d8

1

−1.00

1

−0.75
U/∆

C
A:

−0.50
tpp /∆

2
−0.25

(5)
The states
en e fa tor

p

p

2

d8

and

0
have an equally large

2 2tpd with respe t to jZRi, as found in the

perturbation theory [4℄. But the
oxygenoxygen overlap
for

oher-

tpp

for

Fig. 2.

oheren e fa tor of the

2

p

is twi e as large as

jZRi. Sin e the physi al sign of tpp is negative, this

is a generi
values of

me hanism to destabilize the ZRS for all

Ud

(in luding

Ud

! 1), and hen e

p

2

is a

relevant perturbation of the ZhangRi e ground state.
By the same analysis, the orbital-antisymmetri sin-

jOAi, also onsidered by Zhang and Ri e, appears
2  2 B1u blo k with another oxygen singlet, denoted here by jppi:

glet

in a

!

+ "p 2tpp 2tpd :
2tpd
2"p
The splitting here is also pd + 2tpp , as between
jOAi :
jppi :

and

jZRi

"d

in (5), but it o

urs be ause the

oxygen singlet is antibonding (tpp

<

tpp .

The

oheren e fa tors in the redu ed model in (5)

are the largest in the whole spa e, and it therefore
tains the ground state for
relevant parameters are

tpd

pre ise value of

tpd

(6)

and



tpp = pd .

The

orresponding to optimal doping.

value for graphi al reasons, we ob-

tain Fig. 2. At the origin (Ud

= 0, tpp = 0), the we-

dominated by

d8

.

As

Ud

in reases, this state goes

through two anti rossings with the others, and even-

p

2

opper

Its stru -

ture is

jppi = p1 ( j1i + j2i j3i + j4i + j13i j24i) :

2 2

tually be omes the highest state in the ZhangRi e

jtpp j small), where jZRi is the ground
jtpp j in reases, the state p 2 goes down at
twi e the rate of jZRi, and hen e it must eventually
anti ross with it. Therefore, when both Ud and jtpp j
regime (Ud large,

state. As

are large, the ZRS is no longer the ground state.
(7)
5. DISCUSSION

state remains irrelevant in

the presen e of oxygenoxygen hopping.



Ud = pd

onThe

is irrelevant, as long as parame-

ter regime (2) holds,
Choosing a low

jtpd j 6= 0 and tpp < 0.

ak- oupling regime holds, where the ground state is

0), while the oxy-

gen singlet is nonbonding with respe t to

The orbital-antisymmetri

Parameter spa e of model (5)

The

tpd -

oheren e fa tors in (5) and (6) may be identied by

The present paper des ribes a simple and robust

the perturbation theory [4℄, without the need to dis-

symmetry-based me hanism that prevents the isola-

j i

p

2

jppi.

tpp is
introdu ed, the dierent ee ts on ZR and OA are
2
related to the dierent symmetry properties of p
2
and pp . The ZRS ZR is destabilized be ause p
has a large oheren e fa tor tpp , while OA moves
upwards out of the way, and pp
annot inuen e
the ground state be ause it is unae ted by tpp (but of
ourse it an anti ross with OA as that state rises).

tinguish between

and

j i

4

However, on e

j i

j i

j i

j i

j i

tion of the ZRS as the only

4

state of the CuO

ion when

the oxygenoxygen hopping
environment is in a

andidate for the ground

Ud
tpp

is large. Spe i ally, if
is signi ant, the lo al

harge transfer regime involving

two states, the ZRS and an oxygen singlet.

p

The two

are mixed by the symmetry-enhan ed overlap

2 2tpd

a ross the symmetry-redu ed gap

This is

the metalli 

761

pd + 2tpp.

ounterpart of the result in [1℄ that the
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ase, the band
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al ulations

annot be dire tly

related to a lo al pi ture, sin e the doped-hole weight
is lo ally either one or zero.

It has long been established that ARPES ts re-

jtpp =tpdj

In that

òîì

regime (2), the opposite o

But in anti rossing

urs: MFSB theories with

in order to agree

Gaussian u tuations depart from the resonant-band

with the data [11℄. Re ent detailed ARPES ts agree

regime and a quire a full quasiparti le weight in the

quire signi ant ratios of

with experiment both qualitatively and quantitatively,

Brillouin zone, only with a redu ed

in pra ti ally the same orbital regime for NCCO [17℄

therefore

and BSCCO [16℄.

The anti rossing regime in (2) is

thereby established as an appropriate phenomenology
for these

ompounds, meaning the ratio

jtpp j=pd

is

also enhan ed, espe ially on the ele tron-doped side.
Changes in orbital parameters as a fun tion of dop-

ioni

strong

orrelations by

hanging

ount for the ee ts of

tpd

pd. The ques-

and

The present work therefore rearms the pos-

sibility [20℄ that the optimizations leading to a large
o

Realisti ally,

tpd

is not so small, and hen e the

ground state in real materials retains substantial
per

ant ZRS

tpd

ontent in the ground state. However, even

if

gap of the order of

jtpp j,

is as large as

nearly equal

omponents of

doping is ree ted in an analogous lo al regime, whi h

tem is physi ally in the
also provides the leading

arguments, one phenomenologi al and one theoreti al.

harge-transfer regime, whi h

While the MFSB

LDA

tion [18℄, the derivation of the

limit. The anomalous enonsistent

strong

al ulations allow regimes with

tions would only make the dis repan y larger. Notably,

han ement of hopping via the oxygen sites is

[1℄. In that

harge-transfer regime by the Mott regime.

orrela-

al ulations agree with high-energy experiments

J

ontribution to

both

al ulations in the ioni

ontains

. The sys-

is purely formal, sin e that limit for ibly repla es the

predi ts a smaller width than is a tually observed, and

and

2

p

pd = Ud pd ! 1

al-

ulations to reprodu e experimentally observed band

on eivable in lusion of additional

jZRi and

ase, the redu tion to one band by taking the limit [4℄

symmetry me hanism, is supported by two independent

hen e any

giving a large anti rossing

pd, the ground state still

implies the destabilization of the ZRS by the above

widths is phenomenologi ally signi ant be ause LDA

op-

ontent. In the lo al pi ture, this means a signi-

means for the lo al environment: Do lo al hops see

The re ently emphasized [15℄ failure of LDA

rossover s ale

ur already at the lo al orbital level.

the bare or the renormalized band parameters?

on lusion that the ee tive band regime at optimal

[18℄. They are

dire t oxygenoxygen overlap below the

tion, as always with ee tive band models, is what this
The

tpd

onsistent with the present

models, as long as both are in the anti rossing

limit.

ing are a standard feature of ee tive theories, su h
as the MFSB theory, whi h a

omparable and

renormalization

ZRS [4℄ implies by

and

tJ

no

renormaliza-

model from the

onstru tion that the band pa-

rameters are lo ally relevant.

However, it has been

tJ

by symmetry with the observed dis repan y, whi h is

noted [9℄ that in order to fa e experiment, the

large in the nodal dire tion, where the oxygen band is

model needs to be supplemented by additional next-

strongly dispersive. The enhan ement of the ARPES

and next-next-to-nearest-neighbor hops,

bandwidth of 12 eV over the LDA predi tions [15℄ is

the so- alled tt t J model. Sin e the

quantitatively in good agreement with the value of

tpp

0 00

needed to enter the anti rossing regime, i.e., destabilize

tpp

pra ti al

band

MFSB

model

has

been

extensively

investi-

gated [18℄ from the standpoint of out omes, namely,
whi h

regions

of

renormalized

orbital

term in the three-band model, its appearan e in
al ulations [21℄ is immediate eviden e that

the oxygen degree of freedom

annot be eliminated

from the physi al pi ture near optimal doping.
need to introdu e

t0

to the ZRS in order to des ribe the lo al ele troni

parameters by the MFSB me hanism, and whi h imply

environment

preservation of the bare parameters.

oxygen is treated expli itly in the band pi ture,

resonant-band

regime,

In the so- alled

hara terized by a narrow

ee tive bonding band and

opper-dominated wave

fun tions, the quasiparti le weight in the

ondu tion

band is signi antly redu ed, being proportional to
the doping

Æ

instead of the total hole

ontent

1 + Æ.

The

at the band level translates mi-

ros opi ally into the need to admix oxygen singlet (4)

parameters

are indi ative of strong renormalization of the input

making up
term breaks

the parti lehole symmetry in the same way as the

the ZRS.
Theoreti ally, the parameter spa e of the three-

t0

around

optimal

has the same sign for both
also found in LDA
its simple

n-

and

(When

p-doping

al ulations [22℄,

the

tpp

[16, 17℄, as

onsistently with

hemi al interpretation.)

To see the real ee t of the

0
of the t and t
762

doping.

terms

t0

term, the dispersion

an be rewritten as

ÆÝÒÔ,

òîì
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2t( os kx + os ky ) 4t0os kx os ky = 
= 4(t + t0 ) + 4(t + 2t0) sin2 k2x + sin2 k2y

16t0 sin2 k2x sin2 k2y ;

separating

band parameters, espe ially when the system is underdoped.
of
(8)

around

tpp

in the MFSB ts does not imply a similar varia-

tion of the lo al parameters.
The present analysis points to one pitfall of

ontributions by the parti lehole symme-

try. The se ond term is manifestly symmetri

In su h a resonant-band regime, it was also

shown dire tly [24℄ that the strong doping dependen e

half-lling, while the third is not, sin e it a hieves its

state in its own right, as if the hole on the

minimum value (zero) along the nondispersive lines

were unhybridized with the oxygen atoms.

kx

the same

tio

= 0 and ky = 0. In pra ti e, < 0 and the rajt0 =tj  0:20:4. For t0 = 0:3t, whi h is a ommon
tt0

enough parameterization around optimal doping,

t

4t0

times

the

ontribution

However,

areful in interpret-

orresponding Blo h states.
orrelated

The propagation

luster states in a latti e in more

than one dimension is at present largely unexplored,
with

and hen e the symmetry-breaking term enters with
three

ing the

opper atom

aution applies to the oxygen singlet found

here. In parti ular, one should be
of strongly

+ 2t0 = 3;

onsid-

ering the oxygen part of the ZRS as a single-parti le

of

the

symmetry-

preserving term. The apparently small values of

jt0 =tj

ontrolled analyti

results available only in spe ial

limits, whi h themselves amount to un ontrolled simpli ations. Su h is the limit of innite dimensions [25℄,
physi ally

orresponding to diusion, or the Fali ov

found in the literature are therefore quite misleading in

Kimball limit [26℄, whi h is dispersive, but repla es dy-

terms of the a tual amount of parti lehole symmetry

nami al

breaking needed to a hieve realisti
within the

tt0 J

Fermi surfa e ts

model. In parti ular, for

t0

=

the symmetry-preserving term vanishes and the

2

t= ,
tt0 J

model passes through a quantum phase transition in
the vi inity of its appli able parameter range.
By symmetry, this is the same type of transition
appearing in the present paper as the destabilization
of the ZRS in the three-band

ase.

Physi ally, they

are dierent insofar as the three-band model destabilizes the ZRS by oxygen hopping in a low order, while in

0

the tt J model, the ZRS are preserved by assumption
and the transition o

urs by the additional

t0

overlap

among them, i.e., in a high order in the original threeband model.

But as regards a

ounting for ARPES

data, both models agree in that su h a transition is
approa hed near optimal doping.
The limitation of the above arguments to the metalli

phase should be kept in mind. Near half-lling, the

oxygen hopping is ee tively redu ed by the antiferromagneti

intera tions, and the system is insulating

pre isely at half-lling independently of the value of

tpp .

In the insulating phase, the high-energy ioni

limit

The model presented here is as sparse as possible,
allowing the experimentally observed regime with only
three state ve tors.

be omes more ee tive with doping, lo ally the rst

To avoid being too minimal, we

should give some attention to the negle ted Coulomb
integrals

Up , Vpp ,

and

Vpd ,

pulsions.

introdu ing only matrix elements within ea h symmetry blo k. In parti ular, they

onne t the ground-state

blo k in (5) with the other two

p
2 2tpd.

trix elements
terms

A1u

states by ma-

4, whi h are smaller than the terms

Up =

On the diagonal of this blo k, the Coulomb

an be reabsorbed into site energies and the

per on-site repulsion

Ud .

For realisti

leads to a small redu tion in the

Vpp

op-

 Up , this

opperoxygen split-

pd, and pra ti ally no hange in Ud, while for
large Vpp = Up =2, a useful limit ase, the ee tive Ud
in reases and the ee tive pd de reases, both by about
ting

1 eV. Hen e, the in lusion of negle ted integrals mildly
tends to push the system further into the anti rossing

Ud

! 1 regime.
An

extension

of

the

ZhangRi e

argument

to

the ele tron-doped side is only possible with larger
mole ules,

gen singlet (4). A broad pi ture of the optimal-doping

would allow studying the

ontaining more than one opper atom. This
ompetition of magneti

and

harge ordering at the lo al level. It also opens a way

ompounds thus emerges, in whi h

4jtppj  pd,
4jtppj  pd. On the

opperoxygen re-

They do not break the symmetries above,

admixture to the ZRS appears, identied here as oxyregimes of high-T

whi h are respe tively the

on-site oxygen, intra ell oxygen, and

is re overed, both theoreti ally and experimentally. As

tpp

onstraints by geometri al ones.

NCCO is deep in the anti rossing regime,

to

and BSCCO is at its limit,

stru tions dire tly on the hole-doped side. Obviously,

other hand, the remarkable Fermi-surfa e evolution of

ompare the ZhangRi e and EmeryReiter [8℄

the spa es involved are mu h larger.

on-

It is on these

opper oxide (LSCO) with dop-

larger problems, both theoreti al and numeri al, that

ing [23℄ is indi ative of strong renormalizations of the

hope is invested in the assignment of quantum numbers

lanthanum strontium
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